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Attendance	will	be	recorded	based	upon	completion	of	the	assignment.	



• Will generally gain access to administrative
areas on a computer
– once it has gained access to these areas, it will

create a back door
– this gives the creator of the Trojan horse

unauthorized access to the user’s computer and
the information it contains

• Will sometimes monitor keystrokes and
browsing activity
– this information is sent to companies sending the

user content and information they did not request
• Can be discreet

– meaning they do not leave any trace of their
presence
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• Began in 1949 when John Von
Neumann wrote a paper called “Theory
and Organization of Complicated
Automata”
– this paper assumed a computer program

could self-replicate
– this theory was later called “Core Wars”
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• Became a reality in 1982 when the first virus called
the “Elk Cloner” was created by Rich Skrenta
– The virus created by Skrenta was created as a

prank on his friends. He modified floppy disks
containing games or software which were
swapped within his group of friends. Instead of
running the software or game the disk displayed
taunting messages.
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• Was created as what is now known as a boot sector 
virus
– a copy of the virus is downloaded off of a disk

when the computer is booted up
– then when someone else inserts a disk into the

computer, the virus is downloaded to the new disk
• Began as an innocent prank

– however this prank opened the door for numerous,
harmful viruses to be created
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• Progressed in the 80s and 90s, when
hackers developed new ways to steal
information and inhibit regular computer
use

• Took significant strides with the following
viruses:
– “The Brain” in 1986 created in Pakistan by

brothers Basit Amjad and Farooq Alvi
• this was a boot sector virus and technically the

first stealth virus, which means if anyone
attempted to view the infected sector, the virus
would replace it with the clean, original version
of the sector
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• Stealth Virus: a virus in which if anyone attempts to 
view an infected sector, the virus will replace it with 
the clean, original version of the sector

• Boot Sector Virus: a virus which copies itself onto a 
computer off of a disk when the computer is booted 
up; then when someone else inserts a disk into the 
computer, the virus is downloaded to the new disk 
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• Has been developed by hackers 
experimenting with other ideas of 
viruses and then building on them 

• Was greatly effected by the “Vienna 
Virus”
– this virus was picked apart by 

Ralph Burger
– he then wrote a book called 

Computer Viruses: A High Tech 
Disease 
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• Explained the process of creating a 
virus 

• Was widely publicized
• Made computer viruses popular, and 

hackers began widely creating and 
distributing viruses
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• Begins with the idea of computer viruses
• Made its first significant stride around 1980 

when researchers at Xerox Palo Alto 
Research center developed the first worm 
for experimental research
– this worm was developed to handle mail, 

administer diagnostics and execute other 
functions

– was created without malicious intentions
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• Was created by Robert Morris in 1988
• Was the first worm to be distributed over a 

network without other users being aware of 
its presence

• Was designed for experimental purposes
• Was released onto a network to remain 

present without negatively affecting the 
network
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• Began clogging the network
– by multiple versions of the worm being run on the 

same machine at once
– this slowed the system by using all of its 

processing power, and inhibited new users from 
accessing the network

– Robert Morris went on trial and was convicted and 
received a fine, probation and community service

• Affected approximately 6,000 servers and 
caused between $10 million to $100 million 
dollars worth of damage
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• 1949 – John Von Neumann wrote a paper 
theorizing a self-replicating computer 
program

• 1980 – Researchers at Xerox Palo Alto Research 
developed the first experimental worm 

• 1982 – First virus, “Elk Cloner”, was created by 
Rich Skrenta

• 1986 – “The Brain” was created by brothers Basit 
and Amjad and  Farooq Alvi

• 1988 – “The Vienna Virus” was picked apart by 
Ralph Burger who then wrote a book 
explaining how to create a virus

• 1988 – “Morris Worm” was the first worm was 
released damaging computers
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• 1993 – The “SatanBug” was created 
devastating many computers
– the FBI investigated and discovered the creator     

was a child
• 1996 – The “Concept Virus” was released and 

devastated the computer world
– first virus widely affecting Word® documents

• 1999 – The “Melissa Worm” was released
– this macro devastated many commercial 

organizations because of their high usage of Word®

and Excel®
• 2001 – “Code Red” worm was discovered

– provided control of the Web server to anyone           
who knew the security had been compromised
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• Are at both the state and federal level
– meaning a hacker can be prosecuted at the state 

level if the virus did not leave the state or at the 
federal level if it crossed state boundaries
• if it is prosecuted at the federal level the U.S. 

Secret Service will generally investigate
• Are usually considered a felony
• Can be found on 

http://www.ncsl.org/programs/lis/cip/viruslaws.h
tm
– this is for individual state legislation
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• Began in 1986 with the Computer Fraud 
and Abuse Act
– this lays out the prosecution for using the 

computer for fraud
– the punishment varies depending on:

• the amount of damage caused by the worm
• if the amount of damage caused was intentional

– this would be difficult to find evidence
• if the worm or virus was created for commercial 

advantage or personal financial gain
– the punishment for such a crime is 

imprisonment for up to 20 years and/or a fine
• the fine is decided by a judge 35

• Was amended in 1994 and 1996
– it was amended because of:

• innovative worms and viruses 
• clarification issues

– the fines and punishments remained the 
same
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History of Computer Worms & Viruses Segment 
1. The History of the Computer Virus 
• Began in 1949 when John Von Neumann wrote a paper called “Theory 

and Organization of _____________” 
– this paper assumed a computer program could self-replicate 
– this theory was later called “_____________” 

 
2. The History of the Computer Virus 
• Became a reality in 1982 when the first virus called the “Elk 

_____________” was created by Rich _____________ 
– The virus created by Skrenta was created as a prank on his 

friends. He modified floppy disks containing games or software 
which were swapped within his group of friends. Instead of 
running the software or game the disk displayed taunting 
messages. 

 
3. The “Elk Cloner” Virus 
• Was created as what is now known as a _____________sector virus 

– a copy of the virus is downloaded off of a disk when the computer 
is booted up 

– then when someone else inserts a disk into the computer, the 
virus is downloaded to the new disk  

• Began as an innocent _____________ 
– however this prank opened the door for numerous, harmful 

viruses to be created 
 
4. The History of the Computer Virus 
• Progressed in the 80s and 90s, when hackers developed new ways to 

steal _____________and inhibit regular computer use 
• Took significant strides with the following viruses: 

– “The _____________” in 1986 created in Pakistan by brothers 
Basit Amjad and Farooq Alvi 

• this was a boot sector virus and technically the first stealth 
virus, which means if anyone attempted to view the infected 
sector, the virus would replace it with the clean, original 
version of the sector  
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5. The History of the Computer Virus 
• Stealth Virus: a virus in which if anyone attempts to view an infected 

sector, the virus will replace it with the _____________, original 
version of the sector  

• Boot Sector Virus: a virus which _____________itself onto a computer 
off of a disk when the computer is booted up; then when someone else 
inserts a disk into the computer, the virus is downloaded to the new 
disk  

 
6. The History of the Computer Virus 
• Has been developed by hackers experimenting with other ideas of 

viruses and then building on them  
• Was greatly affected by the “_____________Virus” 

– this virus was picked apart by Ralph Burger 
– he then wrote a book called Computer Viruses: A High Tech 

_____________ 
 
7. Burger’s Book 
• Explained the process of _____________a virus  
• Was widely publicized 
• Made computer viruses _____________, and hackers began widely 

creating and distributing viruses 
 
8. The History of Computer Worms 
• Begins with the idea of computer viruses 
• Made its first significant stride around _____________when 

researchers at Xerox Palo Alto Research center developed the first 
worm for experimental research 

– this worm was developed to handle mail, administer diagnostics 
and execute other functions 

– was created _____________malicious intentions 
 
9. The Morris Worm 
• Was created by Robert Morris in _____________ 
• Was the first worm to be distributed over a network without other users 

being aware of its presence 
• Was designed for _____________purposes 
• Was released onto a network to remain present without negatively 

affecting the network 
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10. The Morris Worm 
• Began _____________the network 

– by multiple versions of the worm being run on the same machine 
at once 

– this _____________the system by using all of its processing 
power, and inhibited new users from accessing the network 

– Robert Morris went on trial and was convicted and received a fine, 
probation and community service 

• Affected approximately 6,000 servers and caused between $10 million 
to $100 million dollars’ worth of damage 

 
11. Significant Viruses and Worms in History: A Timeline 
• 1949 – John Von Neumann wrote a paper theorizing a 

_____________-replicating computer program 
• 1980 – Researchers at Xerox Palo Alto Research developed the first 

experimental worm  
• 1982 – First virus, “Elk Cloner”, was created by Rich Skrenta 
• 1986 – “The Brain” was created by brothers Basit and Amjad and 

Farooq Alvi 
• 1988 – “The Vienna Virus” was picked apart by  Ralph Burger who then 

wrote a book explaining how to create a virus 
• 1988 – “Morris Worm” was the first worm was released 

_____________computers 
 
12. Significant Viruses and Worms in History: A Timeline 
• 1993 – The “SatanBug” was created devastating many computers 

– the FBI investigated and discovered the creator was a 
_____________ 

• 1996 – The “Concept Virus” was released and  devastated the 
computer world 

– first virus widely affecting Word® documents 
• 1999 – The “_____________Worm” was released 

– this macro devastated many commercial organizations 
because of their high usage of Word® and Excel® 

• 2001 – “Code Red” worm was discovered 
– provided control of the Web server to anyone who 

knew the security had been compromised 
 
  




